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TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL V  OVERALL RATING Moderately Complex

GENRE Informational Text

WHY THIS TEXT?

This text presents facts and information about extreme climates on Earth and 

describes how plants and animals are able to survive under harsh conditions. 

Graphic features, such as photographs, diagrams, maps, and sidebars, support and 

enhance the information provided in the text. 

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Weather humidity (n.), precipitation (n.), temperatures (n.)

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• Earth has many extreme 

environments in which living 

things have adapted to 

survive.

• Antarctica and the Arctic are 

the coldest places on Earth.

• Deserts and rain forests 

represent the driest and 

wettest environments.

• Many scientists believe that 

Mount Washington has the 

world’s worst climate.

• Undersea animal life has 

adapted to harsh conditions at 

deep sea vents.

Key Vocabulary

extremes (p. 2)

temperatures 
(p. 2)

climates (p. 3)

equator (p. 4)

atmosphere (p. 4)

continent (p. 7)

precipitation 
(p. 9)

elevation (p. 12)

bacteria (p. 16)

moisture (p. 17)

minerals (p. 24)

tropical (p. 29)

humidity (p. 29)

chemicals (p. 42)

Idiomatic Expressions

hang onto your hats (p. 36)

brave the trip (p. 40)

Many animals must adapt, or 

change, in order to survive 

in different environments. 

Sometimes animals’ bodies have 

special physical characteristics 

that help them survive, and 

sometimes animals behave in 

certain ways, such as migrating 

or hibernating. Animals in 

extreme environments have 

some remarkable adaptations, 

such as the wood frog, whose 

heart can stop beating for two 

weeks at a time!
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GENERATE INTEREST

• What do you think it would be like to live in a place that is 

always freezing? Hot? Rainy?

• What is the climate like where you live?

BUILD VOCABULARY

Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 

vocabulary and explore language connections.

• humidity (n.), precipitation (n.), temperatures (n.)

Key Ideas & Details

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• How could anything possibly live there?

• trying to survive in such harsh environments

• why these climates are so difficult to live in

English Learner Support

Spanish cognates: extremo (extreme),  

sobreviver (to survive) 

2–3

Why does the author use the word harsh to describe 

some environments? (The conditions are so extreme that it 

makes living in these places very difficult.)

Reread Talk about each photo. Ask volunteers to read aloud 

text details that tell about each environment shown. What 

other types of environments does the author mention? 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• coldest places . . . Antarctica . . . frozen Arctic Sea

• sun’s rays never shine directly on them

• sun’s rays are slanted . . . not nearly as powerful

• poles get sunlight for only part of the year

English Learner Support

Point out the -est ending in coldest. Explain that 

-est makes the word mean “the most cold.” Help 

students notice other words with the ending as 

they continue reading.

4–15

What are the two coldest places on Earth? (Antarctica at 

the South Pole and the Arctic Sea at the North Pole) Why do 

both the North and South Poles stay so cold? (The sun’s 

rays never shine directly or strongly on them; they get sunlight for 

only part of the year.) 

Create a Visual Work with students to create a Venn 

diagram to compare and contrast Antarctica and the Arctic. As 

needed, use the diagrams on pages 5 and 6 to help students 

understand why the North and South Poles always stay cold.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• the thing they both have in common is the small 

amount of rainfall they get

• They make their homes in coastal villages

• people actually collect the fog and use it to grow food

English Learner Support

Spanish cognates: desierto (desert),  

temperatura (temperature) 

16–18

What do all deserts have in common? (They get very little 

rainfall.) How do people adapt to living in the Atacama? 

(They live in coastal villages; they get water from fog.)

Guide Explain that fog forms along the coast when hot air 

from the desert blows toward the cool water. How much water 

do you think collects on the nets? Where do you think people get 

water to drink?
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Earth’s real hot spots . . . include the Sahara Desert 

and Dallol in Africa and Death Valley in the United 

States

• The Dallol region, like Badwater in Death Valley, is a 

big salt pan

20–27

What are the hottest places on Earth? (the Sahara 

Desert, Dallol, and Death Valley) How is Dallol like Death 

Valley? (They are both salt pans.)

Discuss Talk about how a salt pan is formed. Point out 

the salt pans in the photos on pages 25–26. How is the 

Death Valley salt pan different from the Dallol salt pan?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• always warm and wet in . . . rain forests 

• larger plants absorb . . . before . . . smaller plants 

• nutrients in the soil are used up quickly

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Do big plants or small plants get the water?

 ■  ■  Small plants don’t get water because 
.

 ■  Why don’t small plants get rain?

29–32

What is the climate in the rain forests like? (It is always 

warm and wet.) Why is it difficult for some plants to 

grow there? (may not get enough water; not enough 

nutrients in the soil for all the plants) 

Guide Help students understand how plants adapt to 

the density of plant life in the rain forest. What do some 

plants do to get sun and nutrients? What happens to plants 

that don’t or can’t adapt?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• other peaks don’t block the wind

• Wind increases speed as it travels up a mountain

• winds from several different areas blow towards it

36–41

What explains the record-setting winds at Mount 

Washington? (Smaller mountains around it don’t block 

wind; wind comes from different directions; wind is faster at 

the top of the mountain.)

Reread Have volunteers read aloud details that describe 

the weather on Mount Washington. Why does the author 

say that it has the “cruelest” climate? 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• spew blistering . . . chemicals into the . . . waters

• The strange creatures . . . survive the darkness and . . . 

crushing water

• they don’t need energy from the sun

English Learner Support

Explain that spew means “to flow out of 

something in a fast and forceful way.” Point out 

that soups of chemicals means “a mixture of 

different types of chemicals.”

42–46

Why are deep sea vents considered extreme 

environments? (They are in the cold, dark, deep part of 

the ocean; they spew hot water and chemicals.) Why are 

the creatures that live there strange? (They don’t need 

the sun to live; they can survive crushing water.)

Guide Point out the map on page 43. Have students 

trace and describe the tectonic plate border. Lead 

students to understand that the Mid-oceanic Ridge 

system, where deep sea vents form, lies along the entire 

tectonic plate border. 
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• What central idea does the author share?

• How do details support and develop the central idea?

Central Idea

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant  

Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• plumes of ice grow . . . watch a beautiful ice sculpture 

form

• decades pass without rain

• winds that gust at . . . 200 miles per hour

• temperatures of . . . 130° Fahrenheit

• nothing but darkness all day, all year round 

2–3

What will this book be about? (what it is like in Earth’s 

most extreme environments) What kinds of extreme 

places does the author describe? (places that are 

extremely cold, dry, windy, hot, or dark)

Guide Explain that the central idea of a text is what 

it is mostly about. Each section of a text has key ideas 

that support the central idea. How can chapter titles and 

subtitles help you identify key ideas?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• One Extreme Continent

• Antarctica . . . most extreme continent

• 200-mile-per-hour winds

• world’s coldest surface temperature ever

English Learner Support

Explain the meaning of far in far too cold. 

7–9

What idea does the author introduce in the heading 

and first sentence of this section? (Antarctica is the 

most extreme continent.) Which details support this 

idea? (It is the coldest, windiest, and driest.)

Reread Tell students that authors give examples that 

tell more about a key idea. Have volunteers read aloud 

examples that support the idea that Antarctica is Earth’s 

most extreme continent.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• The driest place . . . is the Atacama Desert

• some parts haven’t seen rain for hundreds of years

• mountains block moisture . . . storms from . . . desert

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Does the Atacama Desert get a lot of rain or 
very little?

 ■  ■  Rain can’t reach the Atacama Desert  
because  .

 ■  Why doesn’t the Atacama get rain?

16

What is the author’s key idea about the Atacama 

Desert? (It is the driest in the world.) What details 

support this idea? (It hasn’t rained in hundreds of years; 

mountains block moisture.)

Discuss Talk with students about why some areas of the 

Atacama Desert have no life. What do all living things need 

to survive?
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Many desert animals are nocturnal

• plants have long roots that reach deep . . . to find 

hidden underground water

• other plants have leaves that draw moisture from  

the air

• An oasis . . . provides water for . . . plant and  

animal life.

English Learner Support

Spanish cognates: nocturnos (nocturnal),  

oasis (oasis)

21–22

What details does the author provide about how 

plants and animals survive in the deep desert? (Many 

animals are nocturnal; plants have long roots to find water; 

some plants get moisture from the air; plants and animals 

can get water at an oasis.) 

Guide Point out that authors often state a key idea in the 

first sentence of a paragraph or section. Have students 

find the sentence on page 21 that states the key idea. 

Then have them look for details that tell more about it.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Life in the Rain Forest

• It’s always warm and wet in tropical rain forests

• Home of the Clouds

• The town of Cherrapunji sits high in India’s Khasi Hills

• Cherrapunji . . . it’s actually one of the wettest spots 

on Earth 

28–35

What are the two sections of this chapter about? 

(what it’s like in the rain forest and in the town of 

Cherrapunji) What is the author’s key idea about 

these topics? (that they are the wettest places on Earth)

Create a Visual Create a T-chart with Rain Forest and 

Cherrapunji as headings. Have students list details from 

the text about each environment. How is Cherrapunji 

different from other rain forest environments?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• the most extreme climate of all can be found . . . more 

than a mile below the ocean’s surface

English Learner Support

Idiom: of all

42–46

What is the author’s key idea about deep sea vents? 

(They have the most extreme climate of all.)

Reread Have volunteers read aloud details that describe 

why deep sea vents are extreme environments.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• we’ll visit some of Earth’s most extreme climates

• we’ll also check out some of the amazing creatures 

that call these places their homes

2–47

What is the central idea of this book? (Earth has many 

extreme climates where some amazing creatures live.)

Create a Visual Create a web with the central idea in 

the center. Have students identify key ideas and a few 

supporting details from each section. Add their ideas to 

the web.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• How do photographs, captions, diagrams, maps, and sidebars help readers understand a text? 

Text & Graphic Features 

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant 

Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• A World of Extremes

• The Coolest Places . . . Driest Desert . . . Hot Spots . . . 

Water Everywhere . . . Worst Climate . . . Under the Sea

English Learner Support

Spanish cognate: clima (climate)

Table of Contents

How does the table of contents help readers 

understand what this text will be about? (It shows 

that you will read about the extremes of climates on Earth.)

Discuss Talk with students about the purpose of the 

table of contents. How does the table of contents help 

you identify topics in the text? How does it help you find 

information in the text?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• DIAGRAM CLUES

English Learner Support

Explain that rainfall refers to the amount of rain 

that falls in a certain amount of time.

9

What does the Venn diagram help you understand 

about deserts? (They can be either hot or cold and have 

different sizes and locations, but all deserts are dry.)

Reread Have students review the Venn diagram. Then 

talk with them about how information is organized. How 

does the diagram make the information easy to understand? 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• PHOTO CLUES

• the Arctic tundra, an area with no trees where the 

ground is always frozen

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Does the photo show plants or snow?

 ■  ■  The photo shows  . The caption tells 
me the names of some tundra  .

 ■  What do the photo and caption show?

14–15

How do the photos and caption work together to 

help you understand the Arctic tundra? (The photos 

show what the Arctic tundra looks like. The caption describes 

the plants that live there.)

Discuss Explain that the large photo shows the Arctic 

tundra in the summer, and that in the summer, only the 

top layer of soil thaws out. What do you think the tundra 

looks like in the winter?

6
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE 

• Some of the world’s wettest places lie around the 

equator and in the country of India in southern Asia.

• MAP CLUES

English Learner Support

Explain that the word lie means “are located.” The 

wettest places are located around the equator. 

28

What does the map help you understand about rain 

forests? (It shows specifically where they are.) 

Guide Help students use the map key to locate the rain 

forest areas on the map. Ask them to point to where the 

equator must be. Where do you think India is on the map?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• DIAGRAM CLUES

• During India’s monsoon season, cool winds blow 

inland

• During the dry season, the winds . . . blow out to sea

35

How do the diagram and caption help you 

understand how the wind affects rainfall in India? 

(It shows the direction of the winds during the wet and dry 

seasons; the caption describes how the winds blow in each 

season.)

Reread Have volunteers read aloud the details in the 

text on page 34 that describe the winds and rainfall. How 

does the diagram help you understand these details?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• How fast is 231 miles per hour?

English Learner Support

Spanish cognate: huracán (hurricane)

38

How does the Record-breaking Winds feature help 

you understand Mt. Washington’s winds? (It gives 

examples to show how fast 231 miles per hour is.)

Discuss Point out that the feature provides details that 

are not in the main text. What part of the main text does 

the sidebar support?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• PHOTO and CAPTION CLUES

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Point to the sea vent. Is the chemical cloud in 
the sky or in the water?

 ■  ■  The photo shows a   and a  
.

 ■  What does the photo show?

42–45

What details about sea vents do the photo and 

caption on page 42 help you understand? (where a 

sea vent is located and what a chemical cloud looks like)

Create a Visual Work with students to create a T-chart 

with the headings Graphic Feature and What It Shows. 

Help students complete the chart for the photos and the 

map on pages 42–45. What kind of information does a 

photo show? What does a map show? 
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Hands-On Activity

Create a Salt Flat

• Stir 1/2 cup of salt and  

1 tablespoon of baking 

soda into 1 cup of 

hot water. 

• Make sure the salt 

dissolves completely. 

Let the mixture sit for a 

minute, stir again, and let 

it sit for another minute. 

Pour the mixture into a foil 

pie plate.

• Let the plate sit out in 

the open. Watch what 

happens. In a day or so, 

the water will evaporate, 

leaving behind a “salt flat.”

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Explain that students will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 

and support one or more of the activities below.

GENERATE INTEREST

• Which environment do you think is the most extreme? Why?

• Which place described in the book would you like to visit? Why?

Respond & Extend

Response Writing

1. Write a travel blog. 

Imagine you have visited one 

of the extreme environments 

described in the book. Use 

details from the text to write 

about what you did and saw.

2. Write a book review. 

Explain what the book is 

about. Then tell whether or 

not you would recommend 

the book to other readers. 

Give reasons to support your 

recommendation. 

Project

Make a Collage

• Make a collage of Earth’s 

extreme environments. 

• Use photos from the book 

to help you plan your 

collage.

• Draw pictures or use 

photos and illustrations 

from magazines or the 

Internet.

• Write captions for your 

images and give your 

collage a catchy title.

Vocabulary & Language

Create a Glossary

• With a partner, choose five 

content-area words from 

the book. Choose words 

that are important for 

understanding the text.

• Make a glossary. List your 

words in alphabetical 

order and write definitions.

• Include simple illustrations 

when appropriate.

Research Connection

Research an Animal

• Choose an animal from the 

book to research.

• Use online resources or 

reference books to learn 

how the animal is able 

to survive in an extreme 

environment. 

• Make a poster or a 

multimedia presentation 

to show what you learned.
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